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Wireless observation system now allows four cameras at highway speeds
Voyager® digital wireless observation system
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ELKHART, IN. – The best-selling and performing digital wireless observation system by Voyager®
has broken the mold once again with the WVOS541. ASA Electronics has developed new
features to allow pairing of up to four wireless cameras using WiSight® technology.
Easy to install, this new kit includes a 5.6” color LCD monitor with a 12 volt DC plug and one
auto pairing, CMOS digital, wireless observation camera. The WVCMS130AP wireless camera
can be purchased separately for additional cameras. The monitor features integrated audio
from the camera and a suction cup monitor mount.
The only system trusted to work at freeway speeds, this kit is versatile for drivers of any large
trailer vehicles. A second front mounted camera can aid in hitching, while a camera placed
inside a trailer allows the driver to constantly keep an eye on precious cargo. Meanwhile,
cameras placed on the rear of the trailer would help eliminate dangerous blind spots.
With the capability of four wireless cameras, this system allows toy hauler owners to change
camera views to keep an eye on their toys while underway. Equestrians can ensure the safety
of their horses while those with valuable cargo can always confirm stability during their
expedition.
Each Voyager® camera features wide viewing angles, infrared LED illumination for low light
performance, and a built-in microphone. The cameras can connect to any 12 volt circuit in the
vehicle including the taillights or running lights.
ASA Electronics has been designing and manufacturing mobile electronic products for the RV,
Marine, Van, Commercial, Bus and Limo industries since 1977. Their proprietary brands are
JENSEN®, JENSEN Marine®, JENSEN Heavy Duty®, Marine Audio®, Voyager® and Advent®. ASA is
also a distributor in specialty markets for SiruisXM® Satellite Radio and Polk Ultramarine®
products. For more information, please visit www.ASAElectronics.com.
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